
The SEVENTH 
annual Kansas 

SALE 
Making space for our new 
programs, last year's stock is 
being cleared at the most
ridiculous prices ever! 

All orders despatched by return first class pos 

Our norma/lifetime guarantee applies 

FOR THE NEXT 
TWO WEEKS ONLY 

Galactic Flreblrd - Cosmic Fighter - Bomber Scramble 
+Fighter Pilot - F for Freddie - +Dracula Island 

+Ring of Time - Revenge of Zor - Magic Adventure 

all ~t a ridiculous £3.95 each! 

#Pinball Arcade - Swords and Sorcery - Five Spheres of Goliath 

at Just £4 95 each' Both Pinball Arcade and Swords & Sorcery are now available on disk 
• • with the Data being able to be saved to disk. Add £2 each • 

To facilitate the transfer to disk there 
is now NO PROTECTION whatsoever on 
any of our cassette programs:!! 

. £ 12.50 utilities at £5.95 each! 
..JLM.Icrotype ..JLData F.lle A ful_l disk_ version of Data File for the 
.,.. .,.. BBC IS available at an extra £2. 

The £34 Kmon at £171 The £22.50 
#Word Processor 

for £9.951 Programs are for the BBC model 8, with or without disks 

# Avai I able ·on cassette for the Electron 

AND ... any of the new programs in the catalogus 

at 25% OFFI 

Alw•ys use your Person•/ Reference Number Which is the first number on the address lat 

To order by POST silllliY write this nmiJer on the back of your ch8(J.Ie with details of prograns r9(Jiired. 
If the n..mer ends with C, we hold your Credit Card details if you wish to order by TB..EPH<l\IE for same day despatch 

When ordering disks state whether 40 or 80 track, otherwise 40 track will be sent. 



When all the cowboys have gone 

Kansas will 
still be here!. 

I 

The CcMt>ovs-easily recognisable by their exaggerated claims, 
P'ices and usually private address. Which means very amateuri 
P'09rams rather badly produced and just nothing like what you 
expected, that is of course if you are lucky enough to get a cq>y 
which will load-in which case try and get it replaced ... 

How differoot with Kslsas. Fa" starters Wflve been in the publishing 
business from this address for 25 years. But what's more we are the 
longest established software ptblishers in the business. and as such 
will still be around long after most of todays' crop of cc:Miboys are I 
gone, which of course we will have to be to stand by our guarantee! 

The production is on the finest equipment available, and ( 
actually being able to record a copy on each side of the \ 
cassette at different levels, so to suit the wide variation \ A ; . 
of automatic gain controls in cassette players- which " 40 

1 

is why Kansas programs load! · ::Jilt llt:So. ~ 
The product is professional-with printed labels and ~.. " 
inlay cards in colour. Back•up There is always ~omeoneon hand should you 

The service is the best in the country. Every order 
have any difficulties or need any advice. 

is cleared the very same day it is received, whether 
cheque or credit card, and despatched by our private 
Post Office collection at 4.30 every working day. 
All first class and by the quicker metered mail. 

But best of all is our guarantee. Should a program fail, 
your fault or ours. it Will be replaced absolutely free 
of charge, this year, next year or in ten years ••• It's 
guaranteed for life! 

IF YOU PREFER TO PURCHASE ·ovER THE COUNTER' 
Kansas programs are available from our Stand at all the major exhibition.s 
and are now also available from selected retail outlets 

The most realistic computer flying experience you can havel 

FIGHTER PILOT 
With a true 30 cockpit view and accurate eight direction joystick control, 

this just has to be the most realistic computer flying experience you can get. 
As a fighter pi lot you have to destroy the enemy planes before they get to 

your c1t1es. Control of movement is by joystick; climb, bank and climb 
starboard, bank starboard, bank and dive starboard, dive, bank and dive port. 
bank port, bank and climb port, all giving infinite control. Throttle, firing 
and all other controls are on the keyboard. 

At the start of the game you have a view of the runway and it is up to you 
to take your fighter off without mishap. As you climb away, you switch on 
the radar, which will show you the position of the enemy. As you get closer 
the plane wi II appear on the screen and then it is up to you to get it in 
your sights and blast away with your air-to-air missi I e. Certain enemv planes 
have kamakazi instincts and will dive at ,your cities, then you are in trouble! 

The graphics include a combi11ed Turn and Bank indicator and Artificial 
Horizon, across the whole screen showing the actual state of your flying at 
all times. The Radar shows the enemy position in relationship to yourself. 
The enemy plane Is lifelike as is the firing and explosions. Colour is 
used and of course sound. 

Further information includes fuel , speed. altitude. rate of climb/decent 
and score, with a complete score table as well. 

As your fuel diminishes. you can actually land yqur fighter, lowering the 
undercarriage and getting an accurate view 

JOYSTICK ONLY 
This program will 
not operate without 
a joystick fitted 

d the runway, with the operation needing 
good joystick control. You can then refuel. 
take-off and go into the attack again without 
any loss of your score. 

£8.50 Vat and !X»st paid 

The screen below is what you actually 
see-a true 30 cockpit view with the 
artificial horizon moving as you make 
toystick movements, witn the enemy 
moving into your sights to destruct 

Recognised Brand Leader in microcomputer software 



I'M FREDDIE-FLY ME! 

F FOR FREDDIE IS THE HARDEST GAME THAT YOU WILL EVERPLAYI • 
Requires absolute concentration to prepare, take-off, fly and land a tri-star jet at varying 

destinations using a staggering 36 control keys! 
If you only play the ercede type of geme. needing juet e 

couple of kaye end the space bllr to pley. then thie is most 
certainly not for you 

If ho-ver. you ere prepared to sit et your computer for 
literally houre on end getting to grips, end then give a 
coneidereble amount of effort end time into actually trying 
to solve it, then this is definitely for you. 

Thouvh F for Freddie ia e flight almuletor type of game, it Ia 
not one with aimple operation end the ground appearing et the 
front of you, but is es eccurete e simulation of not only flight, 
but preparation. take-off end the meny more occurencee 
associated with flying e tri · ater jet ee e 32K micro witl allow. 

Controls? A mind boggling 36 of them! And it is here where 
the logic end skill comes in, es everything muet be done not 
fi~l. i!i\~et~~r~y~ko~~g~i~~t r~,~~:\:~\~~ ~::v. Vee. It' a in reel 

4~ 
REVERS\ . 

\lo this version 
better knoWn as. Ot1 a\ •for those 

Perha~ partner • and so IS ~II as those 
pl_av~ Y d learn the game as 
::~~ ts(Jmeone to play. phiCS verY vividly, 

the eSC Micro's ~}white counters on 
It uses pted black anu 

with theb:S~. make an illegal 
a green the rules, wi II not It has verv 

It plays lt\ooW you to make on~ing so quick 
move or a incteed• but """ 
quick responses 

But the greet eeeet of thie ' game' is thet every little olece of 
information you require ie ehown on the ecreen. n~ty fifty In 
ell. continuouely being updated, with the eol~ure ~ona 
cleverly ueed to depict different. changing. eotuetoone. 

Eventually you will meeter the teke·off. then even OMne .. to 
fly end et long leet menage to lend. But unlike ell ~h8f g-•· 
et this stage you don"t put it ewey for ever. for you '!ev• IMV.,. 
different deetinetiona. ell on different couraea end doet-ee ••• 

There ere plenty of inetructione on the 38 control• end even • 
little advice, but •• the whole thing ie • coloeeel chell.,..., 
you ere not told how to fly Freddie, thie you heve to dlecov• 
entirely for youreelf ••• 

At timee you will wieh, ee moat certeinly will your f-lly, 
that you never bouvht the bleated thing! , 

£9.50 Vat and post ..-id 

\y but it . ·to· search deep , 
ot have tune . . 

it doe~ n ood average game. 
still g1ve& a g . oblem with~, 

This is always the pr speed against the 
balancing the response 
dePth of search. ick game, needing 

Reversi is norrnadlly as~ has been the 
no few moves.. an so 
deCiding factor. ed very easily ind~ 

s can be enter wnen the m1cro 
MOVe . an audible tone 

and there IS 

responds. £6.26 all incl~lve 

~~ 'J<'BDS8S--•R•e•c•og-n•i•sed-•Br•a•n•d-L•e•ad•e•r-in-m•i•c•roc_om_pu_t•e•r •s•o•tt•w•a•r•e---------·- ·.·' _.,, .. _. 



Let your BBC take the headache out of your 

PERSONAL FINANCE 
Filing the gap between the limited tape based personal account programs 

and ridiculously priced business packages 
. 

"DOES EVERYTHING whether handling a bank acccxnt- a credit accOtnt- a 
buldlng society acccxnt - or even association accOlllts-811 at the same timet 

* NINE separate accounts handled at once, with instant access to any. 

* MENU SCREENS f<J" every section, resulting in a very user friendly program, operated by single keystrokes. 

* TH<lJSANt:6 of transaction entries can be accomodated, as the program is designed f<J" 80 track disk operatioo. 

*PASSWORD PROTECTED with each copy having its own individual password, ensuring CO!ll>lete secrecy at all times. 

* RECORDS the Date, Type, Amount, Payee, Reference, Category of every transaction with 'blanking' if required. 
' 

* CREATE. DELETE or CHANGE NAME of any account at any time. 

*UPDATE any entry or even any part of any entry. 
*DELETE any entry or 'blank' par:t of...any entry. 

* saECT any of the nine accounts at will, with instant access. 
*BALANCE of all accounts constantly available. 

*STANDING ORDERS can be added, updated, sorted or deleted at will in the standing order file. 
* STANDING ORDERS from the file automatically entered to selected account, for chosen dates, 

with balance adjusted. 
* SORT routine allows entries to be made in any order, then subsequently sorted into the 

correct ascending date order. 
* PRINT routine of whole or any selected part, w,ithin chosen 9ates. of any account or standing order file. 

or ent1re category f1•e. 
*RECONCILE account transactions by 'ticking' as they appear on a bank statement or account, allowing a 

complete check of the account against a bank statement etc. . 
* CALCULATE allows a balance to be calculated after reconciling account transactions by 'ticking', 'unticking', 

but does not effect the actua I account file. 
* CATEGORY EVALUATION allows the income/expenses categories to be either updated or evaluated, giving a 

print-out of the totals of all the transactions of a selected category within the date range selected. 

* ARCHIVE funct1on enables old entries to be removed from any of the accounts, yet gives the option of keeping 
these in a separate back-up fi I e. 

*SCROLLING through any account file, standing order file or income/expenses categories, either forward from the 
start or backward from the end of the file. 

*SINGLE STEPPING through any of the files, forward or backward. 
*DISPLAYS all details of ten complete transactions on the screen at once. 

* DEFAULT by single keystroke for easier entering of certain data. 

* QUIT command takes the program back to· menu in the event of difficulty 

In a nutshell you can have numerous accounts on file; entering all details of credits and payments 
with a balance shown throughout. Be able to "tick off' against a Statement within the program with 
an accurate calculation at the end. You can print out any account file for the period you requirt\. 
or print out all the credits and payments of any single transaction heading. which of course you 
choose yourself. All standing orders can be added monthly or whenever you decide. The whole 
program is extremely well documented and easy to understand and operate: And of course, with 
your own personal password~which is not shown when being entered-you have complete secrecy 
at all times. with absolutely no need whatsoever to keep any written or printed records. Great for 
the numbered Swiss account! 

Supplied oo 40 or 80 track disk. with User Guide and individual password. Suitable for either single or dual drive 
£22.50 All inclusive 

'J{arisa.,S~---K·A•N•S•A·S·--t.h•e•l•on•g•e•s•t•e•s•ta•b•li•s•h•ed_s.oft_w_a.re-pu•b•l•is•h•e•rs-in·th-e•b•u•s•in•e•s·s----



The company which brou~t you the first self-build Arcade game and the first Adventure 
with sound, just had to be the one to give you the very first QUEST for the Beeb! , 

anb ~orterp 
a new ~e-ri~nc~ ... 

QUEST JI'OWB~m originated oo the American mainframe com}Xlters, and were converted to micros, thou~ requiring so 
J!1eD11XY cOuld ooly be inade to wcxk oo expanded Apple micros and the like. Now, Kansas have criunmea a full feature 
~st into 32K. giving every BBC Micro owner the opportunity to play and experience these unique games. . 

· So \\bat is a Quest7 Think of an Adventure, then think of very 1111Ch more. A Quest is operated similar to an Adventure, 
rut no l(D8er are you alooe, starting_ with tiJ:ee helpers. As you Jl'ogress you will encounter many other characters but 
unlike an Adventure J:r~am were all characters are passive, these can be ~ither hostile, friendly or indifferent. it hostile 
yoo have to fi~t, a.OO quickly; if friendly they may join your team bringing 100re stren~, magical ability and carrying 
capability; if mdifferent yoo could perhaps try a bri~ut beware if you offer too littfe) or yoo could sell an object and 
rmse yourself noe cash as well as lessening yopr I . • '"" ; s t • .. . 

But most of the eff<n is your own, with treasure1 mooey, magic and strength all having a bearin,g on your Jl'<>gress. At 
times it will pay to be vicious and abandoo ~our fnends as they become weaker, a c.wen go in fighting before characters 
.show their true colours, the element of SllfJI'Ise using less strength. 

As can be e~ted in Swords. and SorcerYlhere is a story: =- • ..,_.. · - -----c::t::::ll~ 
- upon a time in a far away land calted Iriuma a magical Princess cast a spell of banishment on the wicked 

S<rcerer Brogfelt. However, just before the spell took effect. Brogfelt threw his arms into the shape of changing~ 
cast a return spell, changing )X'incess Illear into a diamond. Taking the diamond with him. Brogfelt took sanctuary 10 
the Dungeons of Terror amongst the various monsters and demi-humans. Here he split the diamond into four parts and 
changed each part into a different crystal. Brogfelt then hid each crystal in the dungeons never to be fCi!Und again. 
When the kfug neard of this he summoned all his faithful Knights to him and offered half his lands fa the four crystals. 
Sadly they all perished in the Dungeons of Terra attempting it. Now the king has offered anyone his other daughter's 
hand together with half his lands. Hearing this, you set off to the king's palace to otTer YOur services. The king is 
astounded but nevertheless otTers you a party of three )X'isoners front his jail. promising them a full pardon if they will 
~ and aid you. As you leave the king stops you and thrusts a scrap of paper into your hand explaining that it contains 
the location c:i each part ci the crystal from the entrance of the dungeons. It was written very shakily and stained 
· blood. The king says: ••Let me introduce you to the three J:risoners that I have volunteered to go along with yoo ... " 

The characters you-;;tinclude-a Tro'l~Thief. Dwarf. caii::Ma~. Wttcii:iiob;Jn:!fud Monk~~ --
4 

the wicked wizard himself, all in fact you would expect in a magical Swords and Sorcery ... 
All the objects have a use,. but be careful, f<r picking the Dragons Tooth could be fatal; though if you find the Staff of 

Healing try and get it; an laol of a focgotten God should be left well alone: the Ring may help you; the Magic Axe certainly 
will; the Old Book will give some clues; rub the Glass Ball; used _~roperly the Magic Carpet will get you out of troublei 
the Rolled Scroll too is useful; but not !D the Fools Gold; be careful with the Bottle of Liquid; but drink the Magic Potion; 
treat the Golden Orb with care; but of course the Sword is the greatest help of all. And so it goes on, and on and on ... 

Unlike an Adventure~. were once you have solved the plot, and it is all finished fer gOOd, Swads and Sorcery 
generates an entirely different scenerio every time, even though totally logical! But if you really intend to see a ~ 
right through to the end, the game saving facility allows you to do this, playing the same sceneno, time after time, to 
its end. It is so different from an Adventll'e, that it actually has nine-yes nine- levels of play, with the ninth having 
so many locations and of such complexity, that we would be amazed if anybody ever solved It! _ ...... _.,._ 

you are an Adventure addict, this will really SJX>ii~u! If you do not care for Adventure~-the a~tiX in this 111ique 
game will suit you as well. It is one of those you just will not be able to leave alone ... 
Thou~ there are many Adventure games using the word Qtest in their title, these ate not Quests in this, the true 

sense cl the wmi, but are just adinary Adventures. 
a Map routine showing exactly where you are and where you have exploced. 

FEATIJRES colour denoting the different as{eets cJ the game. 
FFATIJRES sound on or sound elf facility. 
FEATIJRES entirely different scenerio f<r every game and all totally logical 
FEATIJRES nine levels of difltculy from fairly easy to impossible. 
FEAWRES game saving routine to be able to replay the same scenerio. 

Oily available from Kansas at £10.35 Vat and post paid. 
Our normal return first class post service applies, with 
same day postage if cnlered oo Access or Barclaycard. 
This )X'~am carries .our famed lifetime guarantee. 

vailable oo cassette mly for BBC model B. 



Previously you would need a ROM for these sort of 
features .. . so compare with anything on the market 
today-at over twice the price-and you will buy the 

KANSAS WORD PROCESS 
ECC-Embedded Control Characters-the method the professionals use 

FACILITIES 
Tape or disk 
Holds 4.200 words in file 
Selective search 
G loba I search 
Replace words selectively 
Format to video or printer 
Continuous pri!'ting 
Separate sheet printing 
Or aft copy option 
Select single or double spacing 
Adjustable pege length 
Optional page numbering 
Adjust left margin (4 options) 
Adjust line length (4 options) 
Centre text 
Right justify 
Print enlarged text 
Print condensed text 
Print emphasised text 
Print normal text 
Underscore on/ off 
Gives nnct area used 
Gives text area available 
Estimates memory location 
Display pages 
.fnsert text/ECCs to file 
Delete text/ECCs from file 
Move up to 255 characters 
Duplicate up to 255 characters 
Edit whi 1st adding text 
Edit complete text file 
Safeguard to Basic 
Save file to tepe/disk 
Load file from tepa/disk 

ECC means that you are able to type away regardlessly of I ine ends. margins, 
new lines or new paragraphs. as ECC does it all -·automatically. 

All it requires is the pressing of the TAB key and a single letter, and hey 
presto! you have a new paragraph. with of course a line space and indention, 
exactly where you want. Other ECCs will adjust line lengths. varying 
indentions or even change the printing characters. 

Though originally designed for the professional , it is by far the best method 
for the two finger typist. as there is no need for the amateur to take his or her 
eyes off the "copy" to see when the end of a line is reached. The Kansas Word 
Processor sorts out all the split words during the Format stage, at the same 
time as adjusting the length of I ine to suit either the video or the printer. 

Though most so-called Word Processors for the BBC are nothing more than 
letter writers. with the user having to set out paragraphs. indentions. etc .. 
the Kansas Word Processor is exactly as the title states. a word processor. It 
is thus suitable for any purpose requiring printed words. reports. articles. lists. 
minutes and of course letters. 

The ability to produce as many original copies as required makes it ideal for 
when more copies are needed as can be done with a typewritter and carbons yet 
where copying faci I ities are not readily avai I able. And of course. not only can 
'"hard· copy be produced on paper. but copies can be saved to either disk or 
tape. for future reference. use or editing. 

As a single file will hold well over 4,000 words. articles. stories and the like 
can be easily accomplished. saving each file separately, for subsequent editing 
then printing as a whole . 

In fact the possibilities for the uses of the Kansas Word Processor are 
endless. owing to its sheer versatility. It really is a must for anyone with a 
printer. 

For shea~ ease of use a II the following controls are single keystroke toggling on 
the funct1on keys; 

Add, Edit. Search. Replace. Save Text, L~d Text. Inform. Exit Processor. Enter 
Processor, Clear Text Area, First Page, Next Page, Previous Page. Last Page. 
Insert Text. Delete Text. Insert Buffer. Clear Buffer. Format. Print. 

ADD Allows the imputting of text and the embedded control ' 
chl!sracters. continuously. with no need to adjust words to fit 
l ine erids . 

UlAD TEXT This loads a text file from tape {with the 
option of disk) . Numerous text files can be loaded as the 
one loaded does not destroy the text file already in the · 
program. 

EDIT The full scope of the BBCs editing faci I ities apply 
when in the Add mode. 

SEARCH Search for any group of characters. Wi II show the 
poSition of each occurrence. 
REPLACE Used in conjuction with the Search facility. 
y~ can replace existing characters with new characters. 
Th1s can either be global or selective. If global is selected. 
every occurrence of the characters wi II be replaced. If you 
Select selective. the program wi II display every occurrence 
and you wi II have the option to replace or not. 

FORMAT This allows the formatting of the assembled text 
file. ~iving various options as to page length. numbering. 
spacmg. video or printer. etc. 
PRI~T Gives the options of draft or emphasised; continuous 
~ 6mgle she~s; double or single spacing; page number and 
f1rst number; lines per page; number of copies required. 

SAVE TEXT Allows the saving of the current text file to 
tape. with an option to save to disk. 

INFORM This gives the information of the file in memory and 
the space sti II available. 
EXIT PROCESSOR This will return the computer to Basic. 
which is useful for •CAT text files. etc. and to position 
tapes for loading or saving text files. You wi II not destroy 
either the resident text file or the program. 
ENTER PROCESSOR Used to enter the program after using the 
previous command. 
CLEAR TEXT AREA Resets all text pointers. clearing text. 

FIRST PAGE NEXT PAGE PREVIOUS PAGE LAST PAGE The 
commands display the text page as asked. 

INSERT TEXT Use of cursor keys to insert text or ECCs into 
existing text file. 

DELETE TEXT Use of cursor keys to delete text. 
INSERT BUFFER A buffer holding up to 255 characters can 
be used to either move or duplicate text anywhere in the 
f i I e. even from page to page. 

Complete package includes extensive instruction manual and fuction keys strip 
Supplied on cassette with disk conversion instructions 

£22.50 All inclusive 

~DSas _____ R•e•co-g•n•is•ed-•B•ran-d-Le•a•d•e•r·'··"-m.ic•r•oc-o•m•p•u•t•er-s.of•t•w•a•re __________ _ 



TURBO 
Just /Ike 

The REAL Arcade game/ 

IT CURVES! No boring endlna straight track 

IT'S RANDOM! Every game a different challenge 

REALISTIC! It 'pulls' on the bends 

IIIJL T I·SCE NE I Normel, dark, desert and ice 

It out-sold every other B8C game 
at the B8C Micro User Novetrber exhit-tion 

Full 30 action with Steering, Acceleration and Braking 
Very ree listie soooda and top score table 

£8.60 All inclusive 

• 
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Would you bellevea JJGSAW 
for the Beeb! 

Up to EIGHT entirely different colourful Mode 2 pictures-each with FIVE levels of difficulty! 

Fran a siiJl>le nine piece for young chilti'en, and the levels increasing in difficuly to a 144 r>iece for the dedicated addicts . 
The board starts eiJl>tv, with each piece br~t on separately and positioned by the cursor keys. Any piece can be easily 
re-positioned as many times as re<J.~ired. And most i"l>>O"tant-pressing a key will bring the COfll>lete picture back again, 
as many times as needed, without losing the position of the pieces already on the board. 

The entire range of pictures are Xmas, Pool, Surfer, Caveman, Desert, Jungle, Racing and Flowers. 

(If you think a 144 piece Jigsaw is easy-~:emember, all the pieces are exactly the same shape .•• ) 

PrqJan and first three pictwes on tape f-9.96. Fcu other pictures on data tape £5. If both~ together £12.50 . 
All ei~ pictures on disk £14.50. Prices are all inclusive. 

The complete 
GEOGRAPHY program ..• 

WORLD MASTER 
The program generate$ FIVE different maps-Eurow. North America , 

South America, Australia and South East A~ia/Middle East. 
Upon selection you have the choice of up to 35 questions (these are 

always random, being rust half of the total questions available} . 

A flashing block wi II appear on the screen map, denoting either a 
t~ city, country, mountain, bay, channel, gulf, sea or ocean. 
The usar being prompted for the name. If the correct name is given, 
the program moves to the next .question, but if the wrong name is 
given there is the choice of seeing the correct answer. 

Upon completion the results are shown. 

SUPER DRAUGHTS 
All the Draughts programs for the Beeb fai I in one 

i111)01'tant respect-they have a weak end-game. (So says 
the progranmer, who wrote the best one of themll 

Not only does Super Draughts have a very powerful end
game indeed-which beats the programmer every time on 
the top level-but some very unique facilities. 

It has a Problem Solving mode, which enables the player 

£12.50 on disk only 

to place a piece anywhere on the board, and then start the 
game from any position. 

It has a Watch option, so that play can be tracked. 
It has a Recall Game option-it actually remembers a 

game, so that it can be recalled. 

It has a Retract option, so that a plaver can retract up 
to three movss. 

It has different levels of play , Sound is used to denote 
a move. The pieces are in Red and Yellow on a black and 
white board. 

£7.50 all inclusive 

Four brand new programs - available only from Kansas 

aT f//1 nsa,s The longest established software publishers in the business 

-,. Kansas City Systems, Unit 3. Sutton Springs Wood, Chesterfield, S44 SXF. Tel 0246 850357 



Hunt the Treasure ... 
with 

• 

~ 
Karlet;u:ili ~ ~ 

~::lla,IS+I H(l US:~v 

~=!~R.JaA.SE 
PLAYED by one, two or ·four players, Harlequin is an ertirely new J1...~ ate 
sort of game-treasure hunting on the computer! - - - - - - - --
. The aim is to find at which of the 14 treasw-e places the SO FAR 
rs actually hidden, using the clues given in the program. R alAE A F 
A game board Is displayed on the screen, with the inbui It randOI'I" 0. SI e 

dice deciding how many squares each player moves. As a pi 
piece lands on a place, the screen clears and then shows that V• N 
place with its accompanying tune being played anc;l a verse given. 9 B• LL C 0 

At this point the player selects a letter from the place name, anf PFtE 
keeps sele(:tlng letters everytime until. there are enough to spell a ........ ~.-.... ....lo..llt...&..ll-...1,.;..::.;.;::;.:;;.;;...;;,;;..;_,. 
place name, which he believes is the treasure place. When a 
player lands on an oponent's base, he is given the choice of one 
of the oponents letter's, with the use of skill playing a part here 
in being able to thwart ti-e oponent. 

When a player has enough letters. he can spell a place 
name, and if this is the treasure place, then he has won. But if 
not, he loses all the letters! 

There is colour and·sound, and a game saving faciHty, as 
when four people play the game can get very involved! 

Harlequin is a most absorbing game, with skill, and 
particularly the powers of observation playing a major part. 
Each game ·Is of course gives a random treasure place. 

Then hunt the treasure for REAU 
YES- there's a real treasure out there somewhere ·in 
mainland Britain, and the person to find it becomes richer 
by at least a thousand pounds! 

All the clues to its whereabouts are contained in the full 
colour Harlequin wall poster supplied with the game-but use 
the program to help. 

The poster contains the fourteen pictures. all of places in 
Britain, together with all sorts of clues to lead you to the 
treasure. 

Robert Traveltt, the author of Harlequin, and one of those 
who unsucessfully hunted Kit William's golden hare, has 
worked on Harlequin for three whole years. He toured the 
land painting the pictures, devisihg the clues and creating 

the wall poster. Six months of this was spent working on the 
computer program to tie in with the treasure hunt. 

Already £1,000 has been depo$ited with a building society, 
and ·is rising. This wi II be given !n full to the person who 
solves Harlequin ... 

The moment the treasure •is discovered-which is in the form 
of a token-intending purchasers of the game will be told, 
and the price adjusted accordingly. 

Play the ga..-then h1M1t the treas11e-for REAL ••• 

IIBC and Elecb'on £9.96 tape. £11.46 disk 

Kansas • the software cotrJJBny which gives 11 REAL backup service 

Whatever you stock-from a straightforward private collection to an 
involved multi-product business-the new 

KANSAS STOCK FILING SYSTEM 
will give you absolute control ••• 

This system allows you to aeate your 0'161 stock file. with space for each suppli~· name. address and telephone numer as 
well as ei~ further fields for such as prcxkJct nane. order cOde, CJJ811tity in stock. re-order level, re-order CJJ811tity. suppliers' 
abreviati01. mit price and stock used. 
VVhen the~ is rm, it autonatically informs when any stock item needs re-order~ and even prints an order a:~ well 
as the envelope! Hard copy in fact is available of all the iiTClQI1ant aspects of the • 
As all the records are written directly to disk. there is space for l118llV hl.nhds of records, as the user is not restricted to 
1he memory limitati01 of the C011llrter. Also, any niJTber of entirely separate files can be aeated, depending 01 space. 
After creating the stock file, the 14 other option are: 
DELETE STOCK-to take out stock completely. REDUCE STOCK-for when stock is used. ENTER STOCK-add new stock to list. 
EXAMINE ITEMS-to see all eight fields of any item. PRINT ORDER LIST-Compares stock against re-order level, prints order. 
PRINT STOCK LIST-prints entire list and also quantities to printer or VDU. LOAD STOCK FILE-any specified file. 
SAVE STOCK AlE-though automatic this is for if error is created. ADD NEW ITEMS-adds new stock to file. 
PRINT SUPPLIERS-outputs the list to either printer or VDU. ENTER NEW SUPPLIERS-Add new suppliers to existing file. 
AMEND STOCK FILE-enables the change of any item within a record. RENAME FILE-used if any file needs 'enaming. 
PRINT STOCK SOLD/USED-outputs a list of the itetns which have been sold/used. 

~lied 01 disk 01ly, either 40 or 80 track. and CXJ'Il)lete with User G.lide--m.50 all inclusive 

'J{ansas, __ •R•e•c•ogn-•is•ed-Br-an•d-l•ea•d•e•r•i•n•m-ic•r•oc•orn-put-·er-s•o•tt•w•a•re ____________ _ 



Nothing compares wi.th 

THE FIVE SPHERES 
.OF GOLIATH 

with a new dimension in Adventures-SOUND! 
Yes-the unheard of-SOUND on an Adventure! And of 

course it had to be Kansas, the inovators, who thought of itl 
Author Phi lip Gibbs has really excelled himself with this, 

the lastest in the Kansas Adventure series, both in the 
canplexity of the game and the novel way of saving space to 
include the sound effects. And not just an occasional bleeb 
but realistic sounds throughout the entire game, adding a 
realism never before in an Adventure. 

:············ * When the ********* · * a •"rvey of ~~hly respected U *****II 
* theon lftade ., "ant.,rea, It d ' 88' lftagazin 
* only half Ita;• of the 88C'a recovered that a, ~eeb.,a, did t 
* ·8 11PP1ier8 • any aa'"•• . colo.,,. and on Y half of 'If 

* 
solving the Offered •nv att!"'na facility, :•• •aheat that * 

* 
8eab. llenta, r aeJaa HalpJ a one of the * 

You are a prisoner on the space ship Goliath which has been 
abandoned on self-destruct. The five spheres hidden in this 
mighty vessel are your only means of salvation. But first you 
must escape your cell, which is be no means an easy task. 

4d "IIINIIJ b •rvlce In 

* 
Ventures '" e Pleeaed to k 

tlteon lteve tit eke uae of th now that all * 
*after Sales at eaaentleJ e 88C'a colour the ICen .. a * * 8dvent11rera f~lePhone HeJ:,arn•a~vlng facl~~d .•11 of * 

* aa '""cit or ~~-.:,:he &lfto11nt :~~~~e falftou~ ~ ~ur * 
***** en ea they e P they neec~ a vina * Your search through the vast deserted sh1p 1s traught with 

danger-for is it really deserted-including situations never 
before encounted in an Adventure. 

This, the fourth m the l(.ansas series will delight not only 
the beginner, but the dedicated adventurer too, who requires 
a difficult, yet totally logical game. 

*********;•nt-INilllngJy/ • 4a little, * 
. ********* * 

**** 

There is so much packed into this game that it needed twice 
the amount of tape normally needed, to include the finest 
musical introduction you have ever seen or heard (but which 
is optional), the game and the space-saving data. 

It wi II keep you totally absorbed for many weeks, but 
always there is the unique 'Help' service on hand, at the 
end of the telephone, for when you get completely thwarted 
-and you willl 

£10.36 Vat and post paid 

If you have use for discount/mark-up Price Lists then the 

KANSAS 
PRICE LIST GENERATOR 

The Kansas Price List Generator creates price lists, with 
extensive options making it suitable for a wide variety of 
purposes. 

Supplied on cassette, it is written so that loading and saving 
flies can either be to tape or disk. · 

Menu driven, the program generates a full 80 column printer 
price list for the trader or a condensed 'retail only' version 
for the use of the consllmer. 

The program calculates all discounts and mark-ups, both Vat 
inclusive and Vat exclusive as required. 

There is a 'special price' feature which automatically creates 
a special price from any of the five pre-set mark-ups, rounded 
to the nearest 5p. Another feature gives greater latitude 
around the£, with the program ro!Jnding say between £3.92 
and £4.09 to the universal £3.95. Also, there is of course the 
faci I ity to. over ide this 'special price' calculation by entering 
own special price. 

In t~ event of no price being entered, the program will 
automatically print LIST, so that the printout can be used as a 
catalogue. 

Advanced Search facilities allow the search for any part 
number or description, needing only a small portion to be 
able to quickly find it. 

A unique Scan feature allows scanning through the entire 
file, backwards, forwards, single steps or multiple steps. 

will make life a great deal easier! 

Additions and alterations can be made to any record of any 
file, at any time. To completed records or to records in the 
r;rocess of being written. 

Any part of a record or whole records can easily be deleted. 
There is replication of all key inputs, with a single keystroke 

repeating the same line entry as the previous record. 
The file can be sorted either by part number or description. 

There is automatic paging of printouts, each one being updated 
so that they can be used in correct order into pr icing books, 
records, etc. 

A 'run number' feature is included, which automatically 
\4)dates every time a file is loaded, ensuring that there is no 
confusion as to whieh is the latest issue. 

Printout is selective, allowing the printing of either sin9le 
items, updated and new items; retai I I ist or full list. Also, the 
printout can be in either the order sortad or by supplier code. 
The program was actually written by a manager in the retail 

trade, and is In daily use at his retail outlets, once and for 
all, preventing any discrepancy with item prices. 
People connected with the retail trade will find the Kansas 

Price List generator absolutely invaluable ... 

£17.50 all inclusive 

WE OPERATE A 24 HOUR ORDERING SERVICE-SHOULD YOU WISH TO TAKE ADVANTAGE 
OF THE CHEAP RATE TELEPHONE PERIOD. 
SIMPLY LEAVE ALL DETAILS (INCLUDING. YOUR CREDIT CARD NUMBER) AND YOUR ORDER 
WILL BE DESPATCHED BY FIRST AVAILABLE POST. 

c:r1' .!:I nsas Recognised Brand Leader in microcomputer software 

-J'D Kansas City Systems, Unit 3, Sutton Springs Wood. Chesterfield, S44 5XF. Tel. 0246 850357 



The only Monitor with both the normal Single Pass 
AND a W1ique Two-Pass Assembler 

In addition to interacting with the rest d the program, this TWC>-Pass .Asserrbler stores the Sot.rce 
Code in a corrc:>ressed format which enables rruch larger programs to be asserrbled in memory at 
ooce, with the listing all neatly tabulated (in colcu) with the minimun d memory usage. 

Another advantage owr st.Ch as Beebug's Exmon and Watford's Beebmorl. in that the Kansas Editor 
A$serrbler Morlitor and Det:lup' allows full disasserrbler labelling facilities, and even The T~ 
RCJ£ of Watford do not give anywhere near the facilities. The Molimerx Micranon, just does not 
rate, with nooe d the aOOie facilities and lacking in many ahers ... 

As wei as the Two-Pass Assembler 
and Disassembler labealg facales there are ovet THRTY ColrlmMd8 ••• 

Two-pass Assemble 
Single-pass Assemble 
Disassemble 
E dit M81'J1CHY 
Examine Memory 
Word Search 
Byte Search 
Relocate Program 
Move Block 
Compare Block 
Insert to Source Code 

F iII Memory B lock 
Overwrite l ine 
Pseudo-ops 
Set Breakpoint 
Clear Breakpoint 
Display Breakpoint Table 
Set Variable 
Display Variable 
Move User Table 
Display User Table E xt•t 
SPC Count 

JSR to Address 
list Source Code 
Hexadecimal Dump 
Select Printer 
Delete label 
I ill Source Code 
Select Paged ROM 
Set Scrblling Speed 
Save to Diak/T ape 
load from Di ak/T ape 

S®lied oo RCN, KtDJ comes corrc:>lete with a roost extensive USer Guide, which starts with a tutorial 
introductioo to the use ci the progam, with detailed 8lC8!11>1e& of the cQ'l'VI1ands. This is followed bv 
a reference sectioo giving fl.l'thei details. This User Guide is extremely well written and could be 
easily understood by the beginner to machine language. 

K~ is valuable to both beainners and the e~ienced 1111Chine code prO(J'anrner since its uae ptg~tldN 
an excellent introductioo to tile use of assent>ly Ia~, v.t.ilst the Twe>-Paas Asadler allows tM . 
ecperienced progranmer to develop n-t~Ch larger machtne code Pf'O(I'ams than the BBC asserrbler or Other 
Monitors allow. The use of the KtDJ asserrbler also facilitates easier debugging than a separate 
asserrbler and monitor. •· . · . 
POM:RFll. Relocator-anywhere in memory. Wide ranged pseudo-ops, ~G. ~M. OFW, etc. veti;ltlle editinG 
facilities, can be altered by instructioo RTS, LOA, etc., hex1 decimal or Ascii. Source code stored tn -.ev 
so available to cassette as well as disk users. Asseni:>ler Wtll not allow you to overwrit~idiot proof! 
Kt.O'J cartains a full Disasserrbler with all O.S. calls labelled, vectors between &200- &2FF correctly 
disasseni>led and user defined labels autanatically Slbstituted. 
LABELS can bedefined, erased and altered at any time. The twi>Pass Asseni:>ler autanati~11~esndses and alters user 1abels. Labels can be used instead of nlJl'bers in ALL Monitor functioos. N sa 
adjresses can be hex, decimal or a label (or Ascii). There is a full Breakpoint handler. Etc., etc., etc .• etc ... 'J{aDsas . ~i .. on Rill far tho BBC model B 81 £34 1111 ........ 

Kansas City Systems, Unit 3, Sutton Springs Wood, Chesterfield, 544 SXF. Tel 0248 8&0357 



Make the most of your mi.cro 

DATA FILE 
The all-singing. all-dancing Data File, built on five years experience yet purposely 
created specifically for the BBC Micro. 

Experience has taught us that not only do any two people never need the same in 
a data file. but even one pen~on wants it to be capable of many things. We think 
that the Kansas Data File fullills this need, and will be recognised as the standard. 

It' s mam appeal must be 1ts sheer versatility You can define not only the length ot any 
field . but the actual number of fields up to z6! So you can. make it an ordinary name and address 
file. or anything extraordinary that you might wish. And all permanently saved to tape ... 

The number of files available, depends entirely on the length of the file. Up to'1947 with a single field. 

Here are the facilities of Data File: 
Create File Define any number of fields up to 20. Define 
length of each field up to 255 characters. Name each field 
as required. Computer automatically uses maximum memory. 

Status Not found in normal data files. this is useful for 
it tells you the file name, when updated. fifes used, and 
most important how many files free. 

Insert Simply type in pressing Return for next field. 
Search Data File has a most unique Search facility, for 
it wi II search any defined field throughout the whole 
file, but not only this . it can be asked to search for the 
item at the start of the field or in fact anywhere in that 
field. making it a very powerful facility indeed. 

Edit Couldn't be simpler- just use the cursor keys. 
Jump A very handy feature . allowing you to jump to any 
particular file you require . 
Sort Not just the normal first field sort. but one Which 
allows you to define the sort field . 

Print A most important facility . allows the printing of 
the files, as required. 

Delete Delates unwanted files . and at the sarne time 
the remaining records wi II be closed up. 

Save Allows you to save the entire file to cassette. 
This can be loaded at the start when Data File is run . 
To facilitate the ease of operation . all the above functions 
are on the red function keys, so needing just a single 
key stroke to bring into operation . 

£12.50 Vat and post paid 

Two of the all-time Arcade greats 

BOMBER SCRAMBLE 
For over two years our best selling TRS-80 Arcade game was Mike 
Chalk's acclaimed Bomber Scramble. Now there's a new generation 
Scramble, in the colours,' sound and high resolution graphics of 
the BBC Micro. ---This new one has so much it's unbelievable! Two types of fighters 
-with their own unpredictable movements. Ack-ack-which no other 
BBC game, Acorn's included, can offer-with random detonations. 
Intelligent rockets-whic~ are released as you come on .target. Blimbs 
-another Kansas 'original' to make the game harder. 

a 
I. 

.. 
* -- -.e 

4 

-- " The game starts fairly easy, then gets harder and harder, with of 
course the ground and 'top' moving all the time-and completely 
random, with no two games ever the same. As the game progresses 
so more and more is 'thrown' at you~ . 

• 

Keyboard or iovstick operation giving infinite control of the bomber, 
the bombs and firing. T-op score table and extra 'lives'. • 
There is no other Arcade game to touch itl 

' 
l 

£9.50 Vat and post paid 

COSMIC FIGHTER 
As Kansas reigned supreme with its TRS-80 Arcade games in Britain, 
Big Five Software were our counterpart in the States, with their 
'flagship' being the famous Cosmic Fighter. 

This fast-action multi-screen game has been brought to the BBC 
Micro by Kansas programme( Wal Mansell. 

Fout entirely different 'screens' with four different types of Alien, 
each with its own brand of attack, and all of them relentlessley 
homing down on your base. Four ~ames in one in facti 

Move your base to fire whilst dodging their bombs, but as soon as 
you wipe out one lot, another type appears-and all of them hell-bent 
on your destruction! 

TheN comes your Mother Ship, so horne onto her to re-fuel, but get it 
ext:~ctly right... Then it all starts again-with a difference-you 
have to hit each AI ietl twice to destruct~ 

Colour, sound, keyboard or joystick control. with of course the 
usual Kansas top score table. An all-time great. 

~IIIIIIIIIIIIII~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-------------------------------£=9~.:5~0~Vatand postpaid 

ALWAYS USE YOUR PERSONAL REFERENCE NUMBER WHEN CONTACTING KANSAS 



Don't struggle with your keyboard, make it easy with 

MICRO TYPE 
The ultimate typing tutor-now upgratled for the BBC 

Recognised as the standard in typing tutors since it was 
introduced to microcomputers some three years ago, the Kansas 
Microtype has been sti II further improved and converted to the 
B8C Micro. 

So you have a Beebl Which means you. and most likely those 
around yo~,~ are going to spend a fair bit of time at the keyboard. 
Not only now, but for many years to come. as computers are 
most certainly here to stay. 

So why not master the keyboard now? Stop chugging away 
with just a few fingers and your eyes for ever on the keys 
-learn to touch type. 

Microytpe will allow you to teach yourself. and will improve 
as you improve. Just a few short sessions and you will see 
results. Kaep at it for say half an hour a day and you will be 
'touch' typing within a week-with no need to have to look at 
the keys ever again! Keep at it. and speed will follow. 

A real traditional Adventure for the BBC .•• 

Apart from simple working instructions and a finger position 
chart, everythng is actually shown on the screen--you don't 
have to wade through a printed course. You wi II be given the 
characters to type on the screen and wi II be shown which are 
being keyed in correctly and which are not. 

At the start you wi II be given the 'horne' keys to practice, 
but unlike normal typing tutors. the computer can compute 
on which keys you are inaccurate or slow and so can give more 
practice on these keys. whilst replacing those on which you 
are proficient. 

There is also the choice of either practice mode or paragraph 
mode. · So once the program has given, and you have learned, 
most of the keys. paragraphs can be attempted. 

There are ten short exercises in each lesson. with a complete 
alalysis of your performance at the end. This includes your 
average typing speed. accuracy and the keys mis-keyed. If 
the response time is set, the program will also show the keys 
on which the response time was exceeded. 

Being designed for micro keying. a great many of the words 
selected are those which are actually used in programming 
the BBC. But of course it is a I so idea I as a norma I typewriter 
typing tutor, as both computer and typewriter keyboard 
layout is the same. 

Vat and post paid-£12.50 

....._,..• 
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e~~~~~ifh g~i~~eh~i:-~a~~: ?; t~~:;:r~i~f i~Y~.::ni~:C:ofv~ 1i~~s T~~~i~al ., • -._ ..,.. 
adventures have a purpose and are absolutely logical in that the locations are always 1n a 
the same place, objects are either in their place or where you leave them. and the '- '·:; 

Using direction and double words, you set off !'" your ad'!e.nture. in this c~e · 1 , 
conditions remain the same or altered depending on the action you take. ~ :-;,_., ... --

to kill Count Dracula! But beware, there are many pitfalls awa1tmg you on your Journey a .,- ...._ 
many objects will have to be found, always bearing in mind what happens to Dracula when . _,_ ,-
.the sun goes down ••• But it all adds up to hours and hours of fun-and frustration! T 

Being written for the BBC. use is made of the micro's colours duri!lQ operation, not 
just because they are there. but to actually help in the operation of the game. 

The programmer says it wi II take on average three weeks to solve. But there 
is a bonus. for unlike the adventures already available for the BBC. your progress with 
Dracula Island can actually be saved to tape. This means that after making progress. you 
can save the data, and then load it beck in at a later time to carry on playing from the 
actual place at which you last finished-and as many times as you want. 

Dracula Island is an ideal starter 
to Adventure programs ••• 

If you have played adventures on other micros. you will find this one well up to expectation, . 
and if yoU have never played an adventure before, it wi II get you hooked-try it... Vat and post paid-£9.50 

The Ring of time 
Legend tells of a time-ring belonging to Zor, an evil 

magician of the Middle Ages. Your task is to find it. 
Adventurers will find this new one from Kansas more 

difficult than the Dracula Island Adventure, with some 
unusual twists and very tricky situations. 

Again it is a traditional Adventure, completely logical 
of course, with all the normal ingredients. with the many 
objects and locations always in the same places and 
the objects remaining where they are dropped. 

Crocodiles. mad monk, cowled figure, skeleton and the 
like, together with the vortex all make your journey more 
difficult, if not downright impossible! 

The Ring of Time is our second in the Kansas series 
for the BBC Micro, and a natural progression, being just 
so much more difficult and involved. 

But for those who become completely stumped, we 
operate a 'Help" service; with either a little or a lot 
of help bl;ling given over the telephone ... 

£9.50 all inclusive 

'J{ansas.· ----Recog--·"i·s·ed-B.ra•n•d-Lea-d•er-i•n•m•i•c•ro•c•omp-•ut•e•r•so-ftw_a.re··----------
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Those ever circling, swooping, diving 
Firebirds of the famous arcade machines 
brought to the BBC Micro, ;n al f its 
colours and sound. 

Many programmers of many machines 
have tried to emulate the ar-::ade game, 
Firebird, but nobody, the Americans 
included, has managed to get it on a 
computer. Only Mike Chalk. 

It's incredible how the Firebirds peel 
away, circle around in numerous positions 
on the screen, then suddenly sweep in to 
attack, all the while raining down their 
bOil'bs. 

Even if you manage to dodge the bombs 
whilst trying to shoot them down, it is 
if they realise they will not aet vou this 
way. for without warning they'll take 
kamikaze action and hurtle straight 
for youl 

Then come the Astro Blasters, shooting 
down a solid bolt of energy to fry you 

0 

9 

completely, in addition to their own 
brand of super bomb. Oh you can fire at 
them, but a solitary hit wi II have no 
effect whatsoever on these nasties. 

As though the Firebirds and Astro 
Blasters are not enough, then come the 
Megan BOJr.bs. again needing multiple 
hits to destruct! And they are not too 
easy to dodge, as their explosions 
spread a I ong the bottom. · 

llil 

A 
• ., 

Though the game starts fairly easily, 
it progresses level after level, getting 
harder and harder, as more and sfi II more 
Astro Blasters and Megan Bombs are 
thrown at you, unti I you are completely 
annihilated. 

A top score table and the choice of 
either keyboard or joystick operation. 

£9.50 all inclusive 

If you have been disillusioned with the BBC Micro Adventures currently being offered, 
don't be put off. You will find the Kansas Adventures vastly superior to those amateur ones 

Though ours are not easy, they are solvable. But most important they are totally 
logical with locations remaining in the same places and objects where they should be 

All our Adventures have a game saving facility so you can keep proceeding without 
having to start from scratch every time 

Recognised Brand leader in microcomputer software 



Mike Chalk and Kansas bring you the first of the 

NEW GENERATION Arcade games • 

The absolute in arcade games 

Going are the days of squashing frogs, killing gorillas and 

eliminating cats, purely tts the programmer decrees, 
for now YOU can actually create your own Arcade games! 

Create your own Pinball machines-save them to tape 
to play whenever you like 

Yes, the 'levels' problem is solved at last 
-literally a thousand games in one! 

Th~re are SIX ~pages' of.s.hapes fqr yo4 to create a Pinball board,with each s.hape capable of 
bemg placed 1n any pos1t1on reqUired. 

Targets, Slings and Bumpers can be moved into any required position anywhere on the board, 
with the actual 'bounce' being adjustable. 

There is total control of the firing spring. with realistic action depending on amount of 
time taken to press control bar. The strength of the flippers can also be varied. 

There is highest score, last and current score and ball count. 

The actual tilt of the board can be altered, with amount of ball speed and bounce coresponding. 

It's not just a game-it's an education! 
But take ~aming-it will make you dissatisfied with common Arcade games 

Pinball Arcade literally 'stole the show' at the PCW Show, easily outselltng every 
. other BBC program at the exhibition! 

Available by our famed first class return post service with every program of course carrying the Kansas 
lifetime guarantee which means that should it fai.l , it will be replaced entirely free of charge, this 

year, next year or m ten years •• . 

ACCESS OR BARClAYCARD TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED WITH PLEASURE 

£10.35 Vat and post paid 

Recognised Brand leader in microcomputer software 


